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The correct way of using a dual fuel heated towel rail
Most people are generally under the impression that they can simply switch from central heating use to electric
use without any hassle. Some even believe that both heat sources can be used simultaneously. Unfortunately this
is not the case. The sole purpose of having a dual fuel towel radiator is to be able to have warm towels during
summer months only, in which the central heating system is generally turned off. The correct way of using a dual
fuel radiator would be to use central heating option during the winter and use the electric option only during the
summer. You should also follow the correct procedure when switching from one to the other.
During April or May, you may wish to turn off your central heating and switch your towel radiator from a plumbed
radiator to an electric use. Doingthis will warm your bathroom and let you have warm towels after a bath or shower.
By following the steps below, you can take advantage of your dual fuel radiator and protect your central heating,
towel radiator and, most importantly, your electric heating element which is installed inside the towel radiator.
• Before you switch usage, you must isolate the bathroom radiator from the rest of your central heating system by
turning both inlet (flow) and outlet (return) valves completely off.
• After you shut both valves, you will either need to loosen the bleed valve or the return valve slightly. The trick here
is to be very gentle and loosen either of those very slightly. Loosening one of these will reduce the risk of pressure
building inside the towel radiator as the electric element heats the water.
• Once the radiator is isolated, you can safely turn on your heating element.
• At the end of summer, you will simply follow the above steps in reverse. - Turn off your heating element, tighten
your bleed or return valve, and turn both inlet and outlet valves full on.
It is strongly recommended to follow the steps above to avoid damaging your electric heating element, towel
radiator and your central heating system as whole.
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and good plumbing practice.
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